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NATO 3.0
Professor Dr Julian Lindley-French, Senior Fellow of the Institute of Statecraft, Director of
Europa Analytica, Fellow of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, Distinguished Visiting
Research Fellow, National Defense University, Washington DC, and Chair of The Alphen Group.

Much of the debate over the future of the Alliance is now focussed
on a vision for NATO in 2030 – NATO 3.0. This is the focus of the work
of the Secretary-General’s NATO Reflection Group. It is necessary
because there is no room for complacency given the scale and pace
of change that will occur over the next decade or so. In September
2020 the Committee for Specialization celebrated seventy years of
advancement. Your correspondent had the honour of addressing
that august meeting at NATO HQ in Brussels. Central to my comments
was a striking assertion: imagine the past seventy years of military
technological advancement and more being crammed into a decade.
Consequently, the very idea of defence and deterrence is about to
be revolutionised. With the accelerating entry into the battlespace
of emerging and disruptive technologies (E&DT) ranging from artificial intelligence, quantum computing, big data, machine-learning,
hypersonic adaptive missile systems, and tailored Nano and bio
technologies the speed of warfare and thus of command will accelerate exponentially. Such technological changes to the character
of warfare will work in conjunction with so-called 5D continuous
and complex strategic coercion, grey zone warfare through applied
disinformation, deception, disruption, destabilisation and implied
destruction.
Consequently, to remain credible at the high end and effective
in engagement the Alliance will need to be fit for purpose across a
mosaic of hybrid, cyber and hyper war threats, able to engage both
the Russian threat and Terrorist Groups around the 360 Degrees of
the security and defence air, sea, land, space, cyber, information
and cyberspace. 2030 must thus see a transformed NATO realised
even as most Allies grapple with the economic consequences of long
austerity and COVID-19. Such a NATO will demand of Allied leaders,
particularly in Europe, a strategic appreciation and dexterity that few
if any have shown since the end of the Cold War, allied to the political
courage to properly consider the worst-case defence-strategic consequences of COVID-19 for NATO and address NATO’s many political
paradoxes, blockages and dilemmas. Above all, it will demand of
leaders the resources to balance the ends, ways and means of the
transformed Alliance via a new NATO Strategic Concept that leads
beyond words and unfunded aspiration to deeds.
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NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg speaks during an online press conference in Brussels,
Oct. 21, 2020. (Photo: NATO, Flickr CC BY).
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NATO and Strategic Realism
If a new NATO Strategic Concept is to prepare the Alliance to again
deter future high-end wars of necessity, rather than better fight
past wars of choice and generate the necessary means to affect
such a transformation it must start with a strong dose of strategic realism. To begin with far from adding more tasks to NATO’s
already wide but shallow capabilities and capacities, the Alliance
should also consider withdrawing from those tasks that do not
conform to its core mission of the defence and deterrence of the
Euro-Atlantic area. There is always the political temptation to add
more new tasks, particularly at times of political friction within
the Alliance. However, to do so at a time when NATO could well
be shorn of the increased resources it would need to perform such
tasks would not only profoundly undermine the credibility of the
Alliance, it would be an act of profound strategic irresponsibility.
Indeed, even as NATO re-focuses on its core Article 5 collective
defence mission it must also properly consider the impact such
change will have on both the political and command structures
of the Alliance in the face of the revolution in military technology
underway. Specifically, as the Alliance adapts can NATO continue
to be organised around a geographical concept of ‘alliance’ with

a North American and a European political pillar. If function and
capability become the new organising principle of the Alliance it
is more likely NATO will be divided into a high-end, hi-tech, digital
future war pillar, and a low-tech, analogue, legacy force ‘pillar’.
Alternatively, in a high-end emergency NATO’s stronger members
could simply step outside of the Alliance framework and function
as a coalition of the willing and able. The damage to NATO of such
a break could be as damaging as any Russian attack.
Above all, strategic realism will demand NATO Europeans end
their collective denial about the nature, scope and speed of strategic change. COVID-19 will doubtless accelerate change and if the
strategic consequences of COVID-19 conform to past pandemics
far from ending the threat of war, it could well accelerate it. Like
all strategic shocks, COVID-19 could thus be the point at which
the world and Europe therein shifts decisively towards conflict
as an increasingly precarious global balance of military power
is established between the democracies of the Global West and
the autocracies led by a coercive China and a subversive Russia.
2030? If Europeans are still locked in a virtual Ten Year Rule and
still refuse to face up to the possibility of a major war in and around
Europe in that timeframe could happen in the next decade COVID19 could see Europe’s increasingly virtual world further detached
from strategic reality by the profound tension caused by the need
to fund both human (health security) and national defence.1
Such a failure is a very real possibility. In 2021 few Europeans
understand the revolution in warfare that is underway, nor the
implications for their own defence of the growing over-stretch
from which US forces suffer and the implications for the Alliance,
European defence and the US-led transatlantic relationship. To
overcome such strategic myopia Europeans will have to again
grip the political capacity to consider the geopolitical worst case.
Specifically, the very real danger that the Alliance could face simultaneous multi-theatre crises in the Indo-Pacific, the Middle East
and North Africa, as well as on the Alliance’s Eastern and Northern
1

In 1919 the British Government established the so-called Ten Year Rule by which Britain
could assume safely in the wake of the victory in World War One that for a decade the
country would not need to wage major war. In late 1932, on the eve of Hitler’s rise to power,
the Committee of the Chiefs of the Imperial Staff scrapped the Ten Year Rule, and in February
1934, in spite of Britain still being mired in economic depression, London began the great
rearmament programmes that six years later were to stave off defeat and laid the
foundations for Britain’s role in the eventual defeat of the Nazis. Too many of Europe’s
contemporary leaders are locked into a virtual Ten Year Rule believing falsely that another
major war in Europe is impossible.
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flanks and across the conventional and nuclear, and analogue and
digital spectrums.
The worst-case? By 2030, on current trajectories, the relative
military power of China and Russia surpass the Western democracies unless Europeans drastically improve their future war, future
defence effort. China and Russia succeed in exerting such pressure
on the US and its allies at the weakest seams of the Alliance that
NATO’s political and military cohesion becomes little more than a
fragile façade. Critically, Europeans must first overcome a fundamental failure to understand the nature of power. As J.K. Galbraith
famously said, “Power is as power does”.2 Beijing and Moscow are
not European liberal democrats and if they in concert gain what
they perceive to be a decisive advantage in coercive power they
will use it in Europe.
COVID-19, America and NATO
If Europeans effectively abandon the modernisation of their
respective national defence efforts for health security in the face of
a changing military balance of power they will force the Americans
into a dangerous choice. Washington could either defend Europe
by offsetting European military weaknesses, and thus make their
own armed forces relatively weaker, or effectively abandon Europe
for the Indo-Pacific.
The signs are not good. In October 2020, the Netherlands
Ministry of Defence published its Defensie Visie 2035.3 With the
strap-line “a smart, technologically-advanced organisation” like
so many European defence ‘visions’ it is clever, well-drafted and
essentially correct in its analysis. However, add up all the projects
implicit in its call for transformed Dutch armed forces and the
defence budget would need to be doubled if not tripled. In other
words, it is aspiration and unfunded. Worse, read the small print
and it masks what is in effect the further retreat of the Dutch back
to de facto neutrality in which the Netherlands becomes little more
than a transit for so-called “Sending Nations” to move through to
do Dutch defending for them.

2
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Galbraith, John K. (n.d.). Your Dictionary. Retrieved from https://quotes.yourdictionary.com/
author/john-kenneth-galbraith/54041
Ministerie van Defensie. (2020). Defensievisie 2035: Vechten voor een veilige toekomst.
Retrieved from https://www.defensie.nl/onderwerpen/defensievisie-2035/downloads/
publicaties/2020/10/15/defensievisie-2035

The assumption therein is that the Sending Nations will still
have the fighting power to transit the Netherlands. The Americans
are increasingly over-stretched. The British? Somewhere in China,
sometime in 2019, deep in a dark Wuhan ‘wet market’ someone
allegedly contracted a virus from a bat. A year or so later British
defence policy, funding and investment plans, as well as many of
its defence planning assumptions (DPA), lie in tatters. Meanwhile,
Beijing forges ahead with a massive military modernisation programme that is exerting growing pressure on Britain’s critical
ally, the United States. Just to reinforce the point in September
China ‘tested’ DF21D and DF-26 anti-ship missiles in a move the
Pentagon called “destabilising”. That is the unpromising back-drop
to Britain’s delayed but finally forthcoming Integrated Review of
Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy (IR 2020). The
Times even suggested “…several billion pounds could be wiped off
the MoD’s annual budget, which is £41.5bn this year”. The fact that
the Review was undertaken at the worst moment in the midst of
the COVID-19 economic crisis, and as part of a wider comprehensive spending review (CSR), revealed the true political purpose,
more ‘efficiencies’, more cuts.
For all the clever talk in London about a future Integrated
Operating Concept and a focus of cyber and space the Review is
a way to raid the defence, aid and foreign policy budgets to pay
for a COVID-19 crisis which has taken the national debt to over
£2 trillion, whilst avoid giving any such impression. By weakening Britain’s defences further simply to pay for COVID-19 London
risks swapping one pandemic crisis for another just as dangerous
geopolitical crisis by helping to create the conditions for future
shock by further reducing Britain’s already wilting fighting power.
Sending nation?
The NATO Dilemma
Therefore, given the profound and growing tension that exists
between NATO’s ends, ways and means the Alliance faces a series
of strategic dilemmas. European defence under-investment will
likely deepen post-COVID-19, but the scope of NATO missions will
likely expand. China’s military rise will continue to exacerbate
US military over-stretch, but European military capability and
capacity could well further weaken leaving NATO unable to meet
the challenge of a European worst-case military emergency. An
honest European analysis of Future War would see European Allies
giving NATO a specific mandate to consider the impact of new
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technologies in the battlespace, such as artificial intelligence,
machine-learning, super-computing etc. and et al. However, too
many Europeans either want to fight past wars better or adapt
NATO to manage crises for which it is ill-suited (such as terrorism
and assistance to civil authorities) simply as a way to avoid facing
harsh, new realities. Defence and deterrence will also demand an
Alliance posture that stretches across complex strategic coercion
and 5D warfare. That aim will require a deep strategic partnership with the EU and the nations. Such synergy simply does not
exist. NATO needs a new and further critical balance to be struck
between the digitalised military power projection upon which all
credible 2030 Allied defence and deterrence will depend, and far
more assured people protection via a more secure home base.
There is no such ambition apparent.
NATO’s 360 Degrees of Critical Need…
The consequence? Future crises will not come in single packages.
NATO must have the tailored mass and high-end manoeuvre forces
and resources to simultaneously defend and deter on its Eastern
and Northern Flanks whilst also being able to support Allies on
its Southern Flank in the event of chaos across the Middle East
and North Africa. It will need to generate such a capability during
possibly the worst economic crisis for a century.
NATO’s critically needs drastically improved interoperability
between European forces and their US counterparts. Far more
streamlined political consultations when an attack occurs, far
faster and more nuanced indicators, better shared analysis, much
faster responsiveness, with forces and resources constantly at a
higher state of readiness and able to seamlessly rotate across
NATO’s Area of Responsibility during a crisis. Above all, to be credible and effective given the nature of the future war it must deter
and defend against the Alliance much afford far greater devolved
command authority to SACEUR and SHAPE from the earliest stages
of a crisis and throughout the conflict cycle.
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… and NATO’s Future War Challenge
In October 2020, NATO’s Exercise Joint Warrior (JW2020) took place
involving over 6,000 personnel and 81 ships from 11 nations.
Critically, and as a sign of the importance of strategic partnerships to the emerging Global West network of democracies, the
Royal Australian Navy (RAN) was also present in tandem with the
Royal Navy and the Royal Norwegian Navy. The exercise took place

against the backdrop of a twenty-first century challenge that will
test NATO to its political and military core: the transformation of
the Alliance’s essentially analogue defence and deterrence posture, what President Macron last December rather unfairly called
‘brain dead’ NATO, into the super-smart, agile force the Alliance
will need by the decade’s end.
This British-led exercise was Europe’s largest military exercise
in 2020 and was designed to demonstrate how a European maritime-amphibious future force could operate in a contested North
Atlantic battlespace. For the first time the new Royal Navy Carrier
Strike Group was revealed with the British heavy aircraft carrier
HMS Queen Elizabeth at its F35B Lightning 2 power projection core.
As a sign of things to come strike aircraft and helicopters from the
Fleet Air Arm, the Royal Air Force and the US Marines Corps were
on board the 70,000 ton ship.
Impressive though the firepower may appear to be both credible
as well as capable such a force will need the capacity to fight and
stay across a future war mosaic that stretches across hybrid, cyber
and hyper warfare. Unfortunately, Europe’s two largest navies, the
Royal Navy and the French Navy, are in relative terms now so small
that they can only undertake Mahanian sea control duties, à la the
RN Carrier Strike Group, by sacrificing Corbettian sea presence.

A gunner and instructor on board HMS Albion manning a GPMG during Exercise Joint Warrior
2020. (Photo: UK Ministry of Defence).
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Defence and deterrence need both. Indeed, if they become any
smaller they will be unable to perform either role. The solution?
JW2020 suggested a deep combined and joint European Future
Maritime-Amphibious Force built around a command hub focussed
on the British and French navies. The irony is that Britain’s departure from the EU may make such a force easier to realise now that
the spectre of an EU Army/Navy has been removed from British
concerns.
Zircon and the US Future Navy
The creation of such a force would come not a moment too soon.
Future Allied defence and deterrence is not the only challenge
implicit in Joint Warrior 2020. On October 6th, US Secretary for
Defense Mark Esper previewed Battle Force 2045, a plan for the US
Future Navy. Esper’s vision for a five hundred ship US Navy includes
both manned and unmanned ships. The Esper Plan calls for more
nuclear attack submarines, 50-60 amphibious assault ships that
could also be used as light aircraft carriers (this is ironic given
the Royal Navy pioneered such ships and then scrapped them),
large (1000-2000 tons) and medium (500 tons) unmanned ships,
together with extra-large sub-surface platforms (50 tons) that can
host hypersonic missile and Artificially Intelligent drone swarms.
The fleet would be supported by 80-90 frigates and longer-range
carrier strike aircraft, both manned and unmanned, that would
have far greater ‘reach’ than the F35B Lightning 2.
However, on October 7th, as Exercise Joint Warrior got underway, and as a sign of the challenge Allied navies will face, President
Putin’s sixty-eighth birthday present was a successful test of a
Russian 3M22 Tsirkon (Zirkon) hypersonic anti-ship missile
designed to travel at over 1.2 miles/2 kilometre per second over
a range of up to 1,200 miles/2,000 km. A message? Absolutely.
NATO? In a speech given by your correspondent to the Committee
for Standardization at NATO HQ in Brussels at the end of last month
the message was blunt: the next decade will see the equivalent of
seventy years of past military technological development crammed
into ten years and more. The October 2020 Dutch Defensie Visie
2035 echoed such concerns by calling for a modernised force that
is a “smart technologically advanced organisation”.4 However, as
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Buitendijk, Mariska. (2020, October 15). Billions needed to make Dutch Defence 		
technologically advanced. SWZ|Maritime. https://www.swzmaritime.nl/news/2020/10/15/
billions-needed-to-make-dutch-defence-technologically-advanced/

with most things to do with Dutch defence it is a case of ‘do as we
cleverly say, not as we dumb do’. Yet more unfunded European
defence aspirations. Thankfully, there are a few good signs. The
US and UK already enjoy what might be called an AI Special
Relationship. Far more needs to be done by the Allies to compete
in what could be a deadly twenty-first century race of Realpolitik
between democracy and autocracy.
Burden-sharing? Europeans must not under-estimate the threat
of ‘NATO-fatigue’ in the US. Unless Europeans demonstrate to
Americans a far greater willingness to share the burden of their
own defence in time the Americans may not only be unwilling to
bear the load, but also unable. Europeans must not dismiss this
threat to the Alliance. The Trump narrative that Europeans are
free-riders on the US is taking hold. An opinion poll conducted
for the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on September 17th entitled Divided We Stand led by Dina Smelz, was clear if unsettling.5
Americans continue to view alliances as a key part of US international engagement, and a majority continue to believe alliances
benefit American interests. However, 57% of Americans interviewed support the Trump administration’s decision to decrease
the number of US troops in Germany, whilst an additional 16%
percent believed that all US troops should be withdrawn from
Germany.” The good news is that 73% of those interviewed believe
the US should remain committed to NATO, whilst 52% supported
the use of US forces in the event of a Russian invasion of the Baltic
States. 2030?
Squaring NATO’s Eternal Triangle
The essential challenge for NATO deterrence and defence concerns the balance the European Allies must strike post COVID-19
between cost, military capability, military capacity, technology
and the fast expanding military task-list that is being generated by
the new strategic environment. Therefore, NATO faces a possibly
existential struggle to balance the ends of defence with the ways of
contemporary and future defence and deterrence with the means
to fund it all. To square NATO’s eternal triangle, at the very least the
Alliance needs a new Strategic Concept that reaffirms the enduring
purpose of the Alliance and its fundamental tasks relevant to the
5

Daalder, Ivo H., Helm, Brendan., Friedhoff, Karl., Kafura, Craig., & Smeltz, Dina. (2020). Divided
We Stand: Democrats and Republicans Diverge on US Foreign Policy. The Chicago Council on
Global Affairs. https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/publication/lcc/divided-we-stand
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fast changing nature and scope of contemporary and future risks
and threats. At the core of the Strategic Concept the Alliance also
needs a NATO Strategic Integrated Operating Concept (SIOC) that
would ‘populate’ the vision with real and appropriate resources.
The next decade really will be different and dangerous.
That challenge is reinforced by the urgent need to effectively and
efficiently organise cash-starved, post COVID-19 Bonzai European
militaries into a force that can contribute meaningfully to Allied
defence and deterrence, maintain interoperability in extremis
with the US future force, and if needs be act as a high-end, first
responder in and around Europe. The Dutch and the British are at
least looking ahead. However, for the British there is also a profound danger that the forthcoming Integrated Review 2020, with
its headline-grabbing focus on space and digital domains, will
simply be yet another of those ‘clever’ London political metaphors
to mask further cuts to Britain’s already waning fighting power.
In other words, Britain’s future force only makes sense in a NATO
context, only if it can work at the high end of operations with the
Americans, but NATO only makes sense if such powers fully invest
in its future war future.
There are some signs that such hard realities are beginning to be
gripped. NATO’s new Concept for the Deterrence and Defence of the
Euro Atlantic Area (DDA) is designed as a stepping stone between
an adapted NATO and a transformed NATO. The aim is to deliver
an unambiguous, consistent and continuous demonstration of
Alliance military power through a commitment to operational
purposefulness by emphasising not just awareness of the need to
demonstrate intent, but also future effectiveness across multiple
warfare domains, and in multiple geographic areas. Given the
level of strategic ambition necessarily implicit in such a challenge
further reforms will be needed to the NATO Command Structure. At
the very least, NATO will need to be transformed into a new force
and resource centre of gravity at a higher end of military effect
whilst at the same time helping to secure its citizens from so-called
‘grey space’ or 5D continuous strategic coercion (deception, disinformation, disruption, destabilisation and implied destruction).
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The Path of Transformation
Realism on the part of all the Allies is also needed as the path of
NATO transformation rarely runs smoothly and many Allies are
still deeply reluctant to embrace the change needed to save the
Alliance upon which they rely for their defence. In 2018, the North

Atlantic Council tasked General Scaparotti, the then Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR), to set out his ‘Strategic Thoughts’
about both the threats to the Alliance and the response. This led
to the 2019 NATO Military Strategy (NMS) which was carefully
given the title, Comprehensive Defence, Shared Response (CDSR).
The Strategy adopted a whole of security approach that not only
framed the development and employment of the Alliance’s Military
Instrument of Power (MIoP), but also offered a road-map to the
future with three core elements. First, it recognised the need for the
Alliance to confront again geostrategic competition, the dangers
of pervasive instability and the strategic shocks they can trigger as
central to the strategic environment with which NATO must contend. Second, the Strategy identified Russia and Terrorist Groups
(TGs) as the main strategic threats to the Alliance because of the
depth, breadth, duration and complexity of the respective threats
they pose. Third, and critically, the Strategy recognised the need
to move away from Crisis Response to both contest and counter
these threats by developing a common capacity for competition
and deterrent power in peacetime, crisis and defence. Critically,
whilst NATO remains a defensive Alliance the 2019 Military Strategy
also moved the Alliance from having a reactive posture to a deliberate strategy for force deployment and employment.
The Concept for the Deterrence and Defence of the Euro Atlantic
Area emerged from the Military Strategy under General Wolters, the
current SACEUR, to act as the bridge between the Military Strategy
and might be termed the coming NATO Strategic Integrated
Operating Concept (NSIOC). DDA is about the core business of
credible defence and deterrence: warfighting in the Twenty-First
Century. As such the DDA provides NATO with a coherent framework and approach to such a challenge by addressing both military
activities in peacetime and defence actions in crisis and conflict.
DDA also addresses scale of threats and necessary ambition of
response by considering Alliance roles and tasks around ‘360
degrees’ of large-scale, long-term complexity. Critically, it also
seeks to address something that your correspondent has long been
pushing for: strategic interdependency between the Alliance’s ability to address threats from Russia inside its area of responsibility
(AOR) and Terrorist Groups outside its AOR.
Above all, DDA is an Alliance effort to fully understand the complex nature of modern warfare as a contest, where deterrence must
demonstrate an informed and unambiguous ability to defend,
whilst defence demands the ability to control several geographic
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areas and multiple domains of warfare simultaneously. Critically,
and it will be interesting to see if it survives the test of COVID times,
the DDA is analysis-led not cost-led and focuses on how Russia and
Terrorist Groups not only gain geographic, domain and readiness
advantage, but also how they operate over space and time. To that
end, the DDA establishes clear geographic and domain Deterrence
and Defence Objectives (mapped to activity) that would impose
tactical, operational and strategic dilemmas on adversaries. China
is not discussed at great length but the methodology therein could
also be applied to meeting the Chinese challenge. The increasing
role of advanced civilian-generated technology (AI, big data, quantum computing, Nano, bio etc. and et al) is also not addressed
directly, but it is implicit in the thinking behind the DDA.
Given the challenges the Military Strategy and the DDA identify
both Exercise Joint Warrior 2020 and the coming new Strategic
Concept must be judged against both documents. Joint Warrior?
Power is relative and the maritime-amphibious domain is but one
domain of deterrent and defence effect the Alliance will need to
generate that must be credible to adversaries across air, sea, land,
space, cyber, information and knowledge. In other words, the
DDA opens the door to a smart NATO that all such exercises must
contribute to by combining firepower, resiliency, manoeuvre and
innovation. In effect, the DDA reimagines deterrence by denial so
that is not simply a function of weight of force, but a consequence
of active and hyper-fast reinforcement of what are known as ‘Fires’
(both multi-platform & multi-domain) at depth and distanced and
all underpinned by agile and robust command and control. As
such, the DDA demands of the Alliance and its member nations far
greater and far more dynamic force readiness and responsiveness
both of which will be critical to the multi-speed, multi-scale, multi-domain NATO that must be developed in the years to come as
part of a future war NATO Strategic Integrated Operating Concept.
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The new Strategic Concept: European ways to NATO ends?
How to get there? Critical to the future Defence and Deterrence
of the Euro-Atlantic Area will be the speed of relevance of allied
defence capability and capacity forged with unity of effort and
purpose integrated at the level and myriad points of required
network-centric effect. Advanced standardization and deep
interoperability are not only two sides of future European force
capability and capacity, they will be key to generating credible and
relevant European force at an affordable cost in the post-COVID 19

environment. To accommodate such change NATO’s future architecture (it is all about architecture) will need to do something at
which traditionally it has been useless, change and adapt rapidly. It
will not only require a military effort but civilian as central to NATO
change management will be the need to move forces and resources
across NATO’s area of responsibility far more nimbly and securely
than today, with the digital at least as important as the physical.
This is because the Alliance must fight simultaneously two
existential challenges: the now war and the future war. The now
war is already underway and stretches across the 5Ds of complex
strategic coercion in the form of systematically applied deception,
disinformation, destabilisation, disruption and implied or actual
destruction. In a September 2020 speech General Sir Nick Carter,
Chief of the UK Defence Staff acknowledged as much in his vision
of a new (funded?) British Integrated Operating Concept.6 Carter
was describing, in effect, a future defence against future war, the
deterring which will become NATO’s primary mission over the
next decade. This is because speed of command and warfare will
accelerate exponentially as super-computing steadily gives way
to quantum computing which in turn will drive forward increasingly intelligent and autonomous artificially intelligent drones and
other systems. NATO’s 2030 ‘battlespace’? Tailored Bio warfare
will interact with hypersonic and intelligent ballistic and cruise
missile systems, drone swarms, Nano-technologies, big data and
advanced machine learning that could well take the speed of command away from the commander. If NATO is not fit to fight in that
environment then neither will NATO deterrence be fit for purpose.
Given the challenge the only logical way for Europeans to close
the yawning gap between the defence they need and the defence
they can afford is to forge a much closer collective defence ‘identity’
through NATO. Therefore, to be more than yet another exercise in
strategic political correctness the new Strategic Concept will need
to address all of the above challenges. If not, it will be not worth
the paper it is written on, however well drafted. It will also have to
set a radical agenda. Only NATO can ensure standardization and
interoperability take place at sufficiently high a level of force effect
needed to preserve and strengthen the single most important
element of deterrence: high-end military interoperability with
6

Carter, Nick. (2020). Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir Nick Carter launches the
Integrated Operation Concept [Speech]. Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/government/
speeches/chief-of-the-defence-staff-general-sir-nick-carter-launches-the-integratedoperating-concept
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the US future force. The purpose of NATO of standardization and
interoperability should thus be nothing less than the creation
of a robust, digitized, high-end, first responder, multi-domain
fully autonomous (if needs be) NATO Europe Future Force able to
operate alongside US forces in an emergency and deal with the
most pressing of contingencies in and around the Euro-Atlantic
air, sea, land, cyber, space area of operations if US forces are busy
elsewhere. Critically, such a force must be ready by 2030 at the
latest. If not, then we Europeans will be complicit in creating the
conditions for future war through the de facto appeasement of a
fast changing and dangerous reality and the slow retreat of NATO
forces into deep vulnerability via the Maginot Line cul-de-sac that
is low-end force ‘co-operability’.
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The EU, Strategic Autonomy and Industry
As ever, there is a lot of vacuous talk about European defence
strategic autonomy focussed on the EU. It is, as ever, nonsense.
Autonomy is a function of power, not words. That said, PESCO,
the European Defence Agency, the European Defence Fund and
the Co-ordinated Annual Review of Defence (CARD) all have a
critical role to play. Certainly, several EU and NATO countries will
be very keen for such an effort to be focussed on the former to
‘protect’ their respective defence industries. However, if standardisation is EU-led it will inevitably be more to the analogue than
the digital end of the future tech industrial standards that will
need to shape the NATO future force. Consequently, the capability
centre of gravity of any European future force would be lowered,
weakening interoperability between US and European forces in
the future complex battlespace. This would inevitably place US
forces under even more pressure to be the vanguard of all Allied
military engagements. Enemies will know this and see it as a critical vulnerability. Worse, Americans will become increasingly wary
of Europeans who demand US forces are weakened simply to
offset poor European policy choices. Enemies would thus seek
to generate as many simultaneous attacks as possible to expose
NATO’s critical and growing vulnerability: US military over-stretch
and an inability of non-US forces to withstand shock or generate a
meaningful response in the wake of a high-end attack in Europe.
Will industry play ball? NATO 3.0 must be as much about shaping and exploiting industrial tech standards as building the future
force. It needs to. The NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG) has
a vital role to play in this regard. However, for that to happen the

age of naïve commercial globalisation must be brought to an end
and Allied governments must convince the West’s civilian tech-industry to be a little less global and little more Western when it
comes to future defence and deterrence, particularly when it concerns dual-use civ-mil technologies. That is precisely what Beijing
has done by investing in the ‘Chinaisation’ of its tech and the
standardization and joint interoperability of its own increasingly
impressive future force. Above all, parochial Euro-Atlantic defence
industrial protectionism will need to be removed with the NATO
Europe Future Force seen as a driver of defence technological and
industrial innovation via better aligned US and European security
and defence industrial interests. In short, that will mean a host of
projects that see US tech opened up with better European access
to US ‘black box’ technology, far earlier industrial involvement
in both European-led and US-led project specifications (e.g. a
much better version of the F35 programme), with Europeans far
more willing to buy far more off the US shelf without inflated US
servicing contracts.
Europeans will also need to create a much wider concept of
what is a ‘defence’ industry in the 2020s. Back to Joint Warrior
2020 and the two new British heavy aircraft carriers, HMS Queen
Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales. To build the new ships the
‘Aircraft Carrier Alliance’ sought to exploit much of the national
supply chain and far beyond. It was lumpy and costly but important lessons about innovation were learned. However, if this
kind of strategic offset is to work the US must commit to buy far
more European equipment with the NATO Europe Future Force
also a vehicle for the development of much more European ‘kit’
the US might want to buy. That means a European Defence and
Technological Industrial Base (EDTIB) that is far broader, far more
responsive and far better at fielding advanced ‘make a difference’
equipment than today, as well as agile enough to support a host
of new technologies (AI) and the start-up companies that will drive
much of the innovation.
NATO 3.0: The New Strategic Concept
Standardization, interoperability and mobility are means to an
end for enhanced Allied defence and defence in a fast changing
and deteriorating strategic environment. Central to NATO’s new
Strategic Concept must be the re-balancing of NATO’s ends, ways
and means. To achieve that the Allies have to become far better
at avoiding a profound confusion between the political and the
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strategic and the structural which for too long has prevented the
proper assessment of what NATO will need from its nations in the
decade to come. This means moving the NATO debate beyond
the stale question of whether Allies spend 2%/20% debate. The
2014 Defence Investment Pledge committed all the Allies to spend
2% of GDP on defence by 2024, of which 20% per annum must
be on new equipment. Sadly, the Pledge has been overtaken by
events. Rather, the debate must become far more focussed on
the best application of collective resources in pursuit of NATO’s
future defence and deterrence architecture. Here, it is the responsibility of NATO as an institution of experts to offer its political
leaders, and indeed its citizens, a clear vision of such an architecture. That means going significantly further than both the Defence
and Deterrence of the Euro-Atlantic Area (DDA) document or the
2019 NATO Military Strategy, and which is why NATO needs a new
Strategic Concept for new strategic architecture!
There also needs to be a much clearer NATO strategic narrative
about the place of innovation with enhanced standardization,
interoperability and mobility at its transformative core. A new narrative which states unequivocally that in spite of COVID-19 not only
are Europeans moving to do more for their own defence but they
are determined to build together a new digitised defence within
the framework of the new NATO Strategic Integrated Operating
Concept. And, that those responsible for the Alliance fully understand that NATO defence and deterrence cannot be separated from
global peace for which a strong US remains essential. In short,
NATO 3.0 needs to be less PR and more Plan!
This is because NATO 3.0 will, in effect, be a new transatlantic
strategic security and defence ‘contract’ under which the US will
continue to guarantee European defence in return for Europeans
not only doing far more for their own defence, but helping the
Americans to help them.
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NATO 3.0: A Vision
First, the new Strategic Concept (NATO 3.0) leads the way to a
future-proofed Allied defence focused on a new system of deterrence across the hybrid-cyber-hyper war mosaic which intelligently
adapts existing conventional and nuclear counterforce deterrence
with digital counterforce. Second, a Euro-centric twenty-first
century Allied Command Operations NATO Europe Heavy Mobile
Force is created that closes the posture gap from which Alliance
forces suffer and which could assure defence and deterrence in an

emergency and when US forces are engaged across multiple theatres and multiple domains. Third, Allied Command Transformation
(ACT) is charged with properly developing such a European highend, first response digital-centric future force that can also act
as a development platform for a future AI, big data, and increasingly robotic-enabled defence, via such programmes as the NATO
Unmanned Systems Initiative. Fourth, the NATO Europe Future
Force is designed specifically to meet the interoperability challenge
with the US Future Force. The European force must, therefore, be
able to operate either with US forces or autonomously (true strategic autonomy) across air, sea, land, cyber, space, information
and knowledge, and critically able to gain comparative advantage in contact. Fifth, a NATO-EU strategic partnership worthy of
the name is finally set up that not only enables NATO to project
defensive power but also affords the home base with resilient
protection across 5D warfare and enables defence and deterrence
by moving forces and resources quickly in and around Europe in
an emergency to underpin defence and respond to consequence.
NATO and its nations will soon face hard choices and it is those
choices NATO 3.0: The New Strategic Concept must address. This
is because NATO is ultimately strategic insurance against war in
an unstable world in which strategy, technology, capability and
affordability are combining for allies and adversaries alike. NATO
must thus be a high-end, warfighting military deterrent. It is NOT a
military EU. Above all, Europeans must realise that in the coming
decade a hard-pressed US will only be able to ‘guarantee’ Europe’s
future defence if Europeans do far more for their own defence.
COVID-19 or no! For once, the future of NATO really is at stake. If
we fail to modernise our Alliance one day power really could do
to some of us, what malicious and malevolent power can indeed
do, if not properly and adequately deterred.
Exercise Joint Warrior 2030
Exercise Joint Warrior 2030 has two distinct elements both critical to the high-end testing of both its maritime and amphibious
elements. Much of the NATO Task Group is comprised of forces
assigned to the new Allied Command Operations Heavy Mobile
Force, some 90% of which is European. The maritime element
establishes an air, sea and sub-surface defensive ‘bubble’ around
the force using both manned and unmanned systems. F35
Lightning 2s, together with a raft of ‘loyal wingmen’ drones, provides both an extensive ‘umbrella’ for the force, and undertakes
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a range of hyper-joint tasks ranging from surveillance to electronic
hyper warfare, data gathering and aerial top cover. Below the surface British and French nuclear attack submarines, with their own
‘loyal school’ of underwater unmanned vehicles, provide a similar
defensive bubble supported by super-quiet Dutch and German
electric-powered submarines.
The amphibious element is where the changes in NATO materiel
and doctrine of the last decade are most obvious. Some miles offshore a wave of landing craft and CB90 assault craft depart from the
British heavy aircraft carrier HMS Prince of Wales and stealthily make
their way to the shore. At the spear-tip of the force is 45 Commando,
Royal Marines, US Second Marine Expeditionary Brigade, and the
Royal Netherlands Mariniers, together with the new AI-enabled Joint
Commando Air-Maritime Assault Force. Most of the force continues
to the beach undetected as a host of digital fires are deployed to protect it. However, halfway towards the target part of the force veers
away. From the decks of the assault craft ghostly figures ascend
to the heavens. 3 Commando Brigade, Royal Marines is going into
action. Equipped with the latest Mark 5 Gravity Jet assault suits
the battalion represents the future of airborne assault.7 As each
commando rises into the night sky s/he carries an assault rifle and a
series of small ground attack missiles. Heavier personal equipment
is carried alongside by a personally-assigned ‘intelligent’ lift drone.
As the Commandos begin the assault a further phalanx of ‘intelligent’ fast strike drones lift off the decks of the British aircraft carrier
and make their way towards the littoral. Royal Air Force, Royal Navy
and US Marine Corps F-35B Lightning 2s are also warming up on
the deck to reinforce the shock the Special Air Service and Special
Boat Squadron are about to inflict ahead of the main assault force.
Timed to match the moment of the enemy’s least readiness, and
thus create maximum shock and confusion, the SAS and SBS force
move towards their respective objectives. As they advance flying
commandos appear from several directions at once and target each
individually identified ‘mark’, whilst a swarm of AI drones probe and
then penetrate enemy defences destroying their digital net. The
Special Forces, now supported by the ground force, quickly seize
the objective and establish a bridgehead for the follow-on force.
Fleet Air Arm Merlin 3 helicopters with advanced noise suppression
blades move in behind the intelligent machine attack drone ‘swarm’
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Save the Royal Navy. (2019, November 21). Take on Gravity Jet suit demo with HMS Queen
Elizabeth [Video]. YouTube. https://youtu.be/xL02e4L-RQo

so that the Royal Marines and their US and Dutch counterparts can
maintain momentum from the Littoral.
Fantasy? Some years ago your correspondent led a significant
project for the commander of an important Allied navy into the
future of so-called ‘brown water operations’. Entitled Effect in the
All Water Battlespace: Riverine Operations the essence of the report
was how best to fight and stay in a contested Littoral environment
and at the same time reduce the cost per naval platform per operation through innovation, adaptation and a strategic partnership
with key civilian actors, such as the Smit Tak and Mammoet. To meet
its goals the study combined strategy, innovation and technology
to form new partnerships and ideas. Two key findings were that
a) many civilian contractors are used to operating in contested
zones; and b) much of the technology available to such contractors
was far in advance of their military counterparts. The ultimate aim
was to understand how an essentially European force could better
fulfil its mission in the Littoral as quickly, effectively, affordably
and successfully as part of what is known in the jargon as ‘ship to
objective manoeuvre’. In other words, the report thought future.
That is precisely what NATO must now do.
Time is pressing. As Exercise Joint Warrior got underway another
exercise was taking place, albeit on a wholly different scale. On
October 1st, China’s National Day, a large-scale amphibious
‘invasion’ began designed to simulate an assault on Taiwan. The
exercise was a test of a People’s Liberation Army Navy Marines Corp
(PLANMC) that is currently being expanded from a 20,000 strong
force of naval infantry into a power projection force modelled on
the US Marines Corps some 100,000 strong. The PLANMC is indicative of the fast change underway around the world and places
Europe’s increasing strategic unworldliness in stark relief.
It also sends a not so subtle message to NATO given the implications for America’s future defence strategy of China’s emergence.
Put simply, if NATO is to remain relevant it needs more than a new
Strategic Concept. It needs a NATO Strategic Integrated Operating
Concept and a NATO Europe Future Force that can realise such a
vision as NATO Joint Warrior 2030 and demonstrate to both the
Americans and adversaries that in spite of COVID-19 Europe is not
some gigantic virtual think tank in which talking is doing. That
Europeans are at last willing to pull their strategic weight, meet the
associated costs and take the necessary risks. Given the growing
world-wide commitments of America’s over-stretched forces the
future of NATO and European defence will need nothing less.
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